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We consider the scattering problem in L2(R3) for Schradinger operators with 
momentum-dependent interactions, i.e., for the pair of Hamiltonians H,, = --d 
and H = H0 + T, where T is a pseudodifferential operator. The existence of 
the wave operators is proved by estimating the integrals appearing in the Cook- 
Hack convergence criterion, and their asymptotic completeness is established 
under more restrictive conditions on the symbol of T by using a local trace 
criterion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the two-body scattering problem for the Schrodinger 
equation with momentum-dependent interactions. The free Hamiltonian Ho 
is the unique self-adjoint extension in L2(R3) of the operator Z?s defined on the 
Schwartz space 9’ by 
It?,, = -A. (1) 
A general form of a momentum dependent interaction is given by the operator 
(Tf)(x) = /j eicz-vlE)u(x, E) f(y) dy d(. (21 
Such operators are called pseudodifferential. They were studied in detail by 
Hijrmander [6]. A particular case of such operators is given by the potentials 
obtained by putting a(x, 5) = V(X). 
We give general sufficient conditions on the symbol a(x, 5) (see (C,), (C,), 
(C,) below) in order that the operator A = HO + T, defined on a suitable 
domain, has self-adjoint extensions and that the MGller wave operators 
(3) 
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exist for each self-adjoint extension H of H. (For a more detailed description 
of scattering theory we refer to [l].) 
Throughout this paper, 9f andf^ will be the Fourier transform of a functionf 
in La(lTP) and xA the characteristic function of the set A. We also define 
D = R3\{0). 
We shall always suppose that the symbol function a(x, 6) of the pseudo- 
differential operator Tverifies the three following conditions (where the existence 
of all the occurring partial derivatives is understood). 
(C,): (a) The measurable function a(., -) belongs to Y’(lR3 x Ra), and 
if B(., .) is the Fourier transform of the distribution a with respect to X, we have 
a(7 + 8, -0) = i(7 + 077) in Y’(lR3 X R3). 
(b) a(x, = a(~, -5) for all t E R3 and all x E lR3. 
(C,): (a) For every compact KC Q and for every multi-index a, there 
exist constants MK (independent of a) and C,’ such that 
I 1 ~$z(x, ,$)I” (I + x2)-% dx < c,a , VfE K. 
(b) For each x E 083, a(x, .) belongs to L&,(R3). 
(Ca): For every compact K C Q and for every multi-index a: with ) pi j < 4, 
there exists a real positive constant DKa such that 
Under conditions (C,) and (C,) we prove the existence of self-adjoint exten- 
sions of the operator Ii, and with conditions (C,) and (C,) we prove the existence 
of the wave operators. We show in the Appendix that if MK < 3, condition (C,) 
implies condition (C,). We can also remark that if the pseudodifferential operator 
T is given by a potential I’, (Cs) b ecomes condition (2.1) of Hormander in [7]. 
A particular case of momentum-dependent interactions was already con- 
sidered by Schechter in [ll] with a specific form of the symbol a(x, 5) but with 
a more general free evolution. 
In the second part of this paper, we establish the existence of self-adjoint 
extensions of A. In the third, we prove the existence of the wave operators by 
using stationary phase methods, similar to those developed by Hormander in 
[7] but here with a more general type of interaction. In the last part, asymptotic 
completeness is obtained under the condition 
(C,): / dx (s, 1 a(x, [)I” dt)li2 < +co VK compact, K C W, 
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and one of the two following conditions: 
(C,): the function a(x, [)(l + 5”)’ belongs to L2(R6); 
(C,): there is a positive constant c less than (169~~)~~ such that for all 
multi-indices 01 with 1 01 1 < 4 we have 
(j 1 a;c%z(x, 5)[2 dx)li2 < c1’2(1 + f2), v5 E R3. 
We may remark that condition (C,) includes the electromagnetic case with 
short-range interactions, whereas (C,) does not. 
2. SELF-ADJOINT EXTENSIONS OF fi 
2.1. Domain of I? 
In this paragraph, we show that the sum fi, + T can be defined on 
F-‘(Com(ln)). To do th is we prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Under condition (C,), T is an operator on L2(R3) with domain 
s-‘(c,ysz)). 
Proof. (i) The existence of (Tf)( ) x is o bt ained as an immediate consequence 
of (C, , b) by integrating over y 
(Tf)(x) = s ei(5if>a(x, of([) df, f~ C,“(Q). (4) 
(ii) We want to show that (Tf) belongs to L2(W). Let K be the compact 
support (in Sz) off, and n an integer verifying n > (M,/2) + 1. We write 
(1 + x2)n (Tf)(x) = j ei<51(>(1 + x2)n a(x, S)!(t) d5. (5) 
Successive integrations by parts with respect to 5 in (5) lead to 
(1 + x2)n (Tf)(x) = J ei<zlE>A(X, 5) df where A(x, 5) is a finite sum 
of terms of the form a,%(~, 6) a$f([). (6) 
We define G(X) by 
G(x) = j ei<zl”A(x, [)(I + xz)--(M@ &. 
The integral (6) becomes 
(7) 
(1 + x2)* (Tf)(x) = G(x)( 1 + x2)%/2. (f9 
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With n > (MK/2) + 1 we deduce from (8) 
From (7) we have 
I( < I ‘?.%)I. (9) 
1 G(x)1 < j 1 A(x, f)I (1 + x~)-(J%‘~) dt (10) 
and 
j I WI2 dx G /j-j” ( 1 + x2W I 4x, [)I I 4x, 5’)l dx df d6’. (11) 
For every x the support in [ of A(x, 6) is contained in K as a consequence of (6). 
Thus 
j I GW dx < jjj [Cl + W”@’ x&3 I&, 5’)ll 
x [(l + x2)--(%‘2) XKW) I 4, ~31 dx d5 d5’. (12) 
This integral is finite as a consequence of the Schwarz inequality applied to all 
three variables and of condition (C, , a). Hence by (9) (Tf) ELM. 1 
From the preceding proposition, we can take for the domain of fi = ii, + T 
the set 
D(A) = F-‘(c,qsz)). (13) 
Using condition (C, , a), it is easily verified that fi is symmetric on D(A). 
2.2. Existence of Self-Adjoint Extensions 
In this part we show that fi has self-adjoint extensions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let I? be the operator defined on D(A) by fi = fiO + T. If 
conditions (C,) and (C,) are satisJied, the deficiency indices of fi are equal. 
Proof. Let J be the operator in L2(R3) defined by (If)(x) =f(x). J is a 
conjugation in the sense of [5, Definition 17, p. 12311. First of all let us show 
that [Z?, &,~~, = 0. If  f  is in D(A), we have 
From 
(JHf)(x) = 1 ei(z--U16)[t2 + 5(x, -[)]f(y) dy d.$. 
(ffJf>(x) = j ei(z--ylf)[52 + a@, t)lf(y) dy dt 
and from condition (C, , b) we deduce that [A, J] f  = 0, Vf E D(G). By 
Theorem 18, p. 1231 of [5], we conclude that the symmetric operator fi has 
equal deficiency indices, which implies that fi admits self-adjoint extensions. 1 
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3. EXISTENCE OF THE WAVE OPERATORS 
In the sequel, we consider any self-adjoint extension H of fi. By Lemma 1 
of Dollard [4] the limit (3) exists for t + +OO if (cf., e.g., [3, 41) 
f +mll Tutlldt < +a, (14) 1 
where 
u&v) = (27~)~~ /J ei<z-~lf>e-it+4(y) dy df. (15) 
To prove the existence of the wave operator, we have only to show the con- 
vergence of the integral (14) on a dense subset E of La(OP) which we shall take 
to be g-l(COm(Q)). S’ ‘1 l~llr ar estimates give the existence of the wave operator 
for t + -co. 
3.1. Dejhitions and Notations 
For each u belonging to D(fl) we define 
r,=* inf 1251, 
fesupp d 
R,=2 sup 1251. 
CESUPP 1 
With this definition we can write 
+=J < I (S 1 iz/t/dr,.R,[ I(Tut)(x)l” dx)“’ dt 
+ L+m (/,,t,c17 R 1 IPt>b9l” dx)“’ dt. U. ” 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Condition (C,) will allow us to handle the first integral, whereas for the second 
one we shall use the method of the stationary phase. From now on, we shall 
not indicate the dependence on u when no confusion is possible. 
3.2. Majorization of the Integral I = s:” (jlzltlelr,,R,[ I( Tu,)(x)12 dx)W dt 
Define 
w = 1x1 +Itl+l, 
r#(X,t,+[ (X16)-te2 1. 
Ixl+ltl+l 
(1% 
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Consider the integral 
ei[(zl~)-t%z(~, 5) d(E) d[. 
Using the notations (19), one may write this integral as 
1(x, t) = (~cT)-~ IRS eioQ(z.t+z(~, 5) d(f) d& (20) 
We define A,(x) = w31(x, t). This family of functions has the following property. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a real positive number p such that 
Proof. Let K be a compact set in Q containing the support of ti. We first 
recall the general formula of integration by parts: if 11 V$ /I # 0 on the domain 
of integration, one has 
We set f = a(x, 6) 6(t) in (21), and we take w and 4 as in (19). Let E[M,] be 
the largest integer less than or equal to MK . As zi belongs to Cam(sZ), we obtain 
from (20) by applying E[M,] + 4 times the formula,(21) 
(22) 
Here b(x, t, [) is a finite linear combination of derivatives of the symbol a(x, 5) 
with respect to 5 up to order E[M,] + 4, with coefficients in a bounded subset 
of C,“(Q) for 1 x/t I $11, R[. It follows that 
44 = upI;K,+l IRS eiwd(3c,t.W~, t, E) dt 
(23) 
(1 + @%‘a = 
WE[MKl+l s 08% 
eiwmcs*t*~)(l + x~)--(MK/~) b(x, t, 5) df. 
Since (1 + x2)MK/2 (1 + I x I + I t I)- EtM~+rl < 1, we obtain the estimates for 
the above quantity 
I A,(x)1 < 1% I @, t, 411 (1 + x’)--(~K’~) &T. (24) 
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Consequently 
s I /t141r Rt ’ At(Xv dx G 4 /tldr Rt (1 + x2)-+ I b(x, t, f)I I b(x, 4 c)I dx d5 de 0 I z . 
zrz 
sss h/tlds,R[ 
[(l + +y”f+) I qx, t, 01 XK(5’)l (25) 
x [(l + x~)-(~K’~) 1 b(x, t, 01 x&)1 dx d[ d5’. 
By applying the Schwarz inequality in (25) we 0 btain 
11 At h%~trSlzlStR)) = I , e . 
,tle,r R[ 
where 
P2W = jjJ x ,t,e, 7. 
R[ (1 + x2P I b(x 
At( dx < p2(t> 
t, 01” x&‘) dx d5 d5’. 
One remarks that the function t + p2(t) is bounded on [l, co) by condi- 
tion (C, , a) and because the coefficients of the derivates of a(x, 6) appearing 
in bfx, t, f) lie in a bounded subset of C,,-(Q) for j x/t 1 $]T, R[. If we take 
P = su~t~[~,+~) p(t) we have 
11 At(')llL2(~{lzltr<lrl<Rt}) < P Vt E [L +=J>, 
which proves the lemma. 
We can now prove the theorem 
THEOREM 1. If conditions (C,) and (C,) are ve$ed, one has 
' = I'" (J; /tic] 1 2 r* R[ 
I(Tu,)(x)12 dx)“’ dt < +CO. 
Proof. By using (15) the function (Y%,)(x) may be written as 
(C,)(x) = (2~r)-~ jj ei(o-gIE)a(x, 5) e-it%(y) dy df. (26) 
We have from (20) (Z%,)(x) = 1(x, t). From Lemma 1 we obtain 
(I Iz,tle,r*R[ wQ)(x)~2 dx)1’2 G (J;2,t,$,r,R[ (1 +i,?:Tl t I)” 4ri2 
G (1 +P, t I)” * 
Since (1 + / t 1))” belongs to L’(R), this implies convergence of the integral I. i 
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3.3. Mujorixation of the Integral F = s+m ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (Tu,)(x)~~ dx)li2 dt 
We are interested in the integral 
(Tut)(x) = (2~)-~ J’ ei(z~~)e-itE2u(x, () a(.$ d[. (27) 
We set y = xt-l (1 y 1 E [Y, I?]), 5 - hy = r) and 
WY, q) = @Y, 7 + SY) q?l + BY). 
The integral (27) becomes 
(Tut)(ty) = p-3 eit(<ylY)14) 
s 
e-it<mln)b(t, y, 7) d7. 
Since b(t, y, 7) has compact support in 7, we have 
(28) 
(%)(ty) = Ceit(<YlY>/4)t-3/2 
s 
ei(<vlv>l4t)6(t, y, V) dv (29) 
where c is a constant and 6(t, y, V) is the Fourier transform of b(t, y, r]) with 
respect to 7. 
We can write 
(Tu,)(ty) = ceitc<‘JIy>‘4)t-3’2F(t, y), 
with 
F(t, y) = j ei(<ulv)/4t)6(t, y, V) dv. (30) 
LEMMA 2. Under condition (C,), there exists a real positive function p(t) 
belonging to L1( 1, co) such that the function u(y, t) dejined by 
verifies 
O(Y, t> = s R3 
I &t, Y, 4 dv (31) 
IIu(** t)llLwP) G PW. (32) 
Proof. We calculate the following quantity 
(1 + (v I v>)” 6(t, y, v) = j (1 + <v I v>)” ei(vi9>4ty, v + 8~) @I + +Y) 6 
We integrate by parts with respect to 7 and obtain 
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where the pals are integers such that [ pas ( Q 6. This leads to 
with C’s = JR3 j 8%(~ + *y)l dq. 
AS 22 belongs to COm(Q), C, is finite and does not depend on y. From (33) 
we deduce that 
U(Y, 1) = s (1 + (v I v>)-” (1 + <v I p>)” I k~, 41 dv 
We take 
By condition (C,) p(t) belongs to L’( 1, +co). 1 
THEOREM 2. If  condition (C,) is veri$ed, then the integral F is jkite. 
Proof. By using Eqs. (30)-(32) we get 
(S ,r,t,e[r,lll IV’~t)(~)l” d$” = c (J; 5 
,tie[ 
7, 
Rl t-3 I W, Xt-l)P d$” 
==c 
(S ,v,s[r (/ 
R1 I W? Y)l” dY)li2 
(34) 
G c II UC.9 t)llL2(F?) G 4 
where c is a constant and p(t) belongs to U( 1, + cc) by Lemma 2. We have now 
This completes the proof of the existence of the wave operator for the limit 
t + +a~. The proof for t -+ -cc is similar. 1 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS OF THE WAVE OPERATORS 
4.1. Method of Proof 
In order to obtain asymptotic completeness, we need the following theorem. 
THEOREM BP (Birman [2], Pearson [lo]). Let HI and H, be two seZf-adjoint 
operators such that H, = HI + T, and let E1 , E, be their respective spectral 
measures. Suppose that the operator E,(G) TE,(G) is trace class for every 
measurable bounded subset G of the real line and that there exist constants a, b such 
that for all f  in D(H,) 
II H2f II -=c a II WI1 + b lifll. 
Then the following limits exist 
(35) 
In order to use this theorem, we prove the following results. 
(R,): There is a real positive number X such that 
(H + W4, + 4-l = I + 4 with II A, jl < 1. (36) 
Remark that (R,) implies Kato’s condition (35) for H with respect to H,, and 
for H,, with respect to H [9, p. 2851. 
(R,): E(G) TE,(G) is trace class for every measurable bounded subset G 
of l%. 
This implies that E(G) TE,,(G) and E,(G) TE(G) = (E(G) TE,(G))* are 
trace class. Once (R,) and (R,) are proved, we can apply the BP theorem to 
deduce the existence of the following limits 
s-lim eiHte-iuotE,,.(H,J, 
*+*m 
s-lim eiHOteViHtE,,(H), 
t+*m 
which proves asymptotic completeness. 
We shall see that (C,) or (C,) implies (R,) and that (C,) and (R,) imply (R,). 
4.2. Proof of (R,) under Condition (C,) 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If (C,) is veri$ed, then there exists h > 0 such that 
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Proof. We obtain easily for the kernel of A, 
-&(x,y) = I ei(s-*lE)(u(x, t)/(P + A)) dc. 
Hence 
II 4 Itfs = JJ I AA@, r>l” dx 4 
(37) 
= a(x,E)Qo ___ - ,+<z-df)ei(~*ln) dx dy df d7 
if2 + A 712 + h 
(38) 
= 
1 ‘lx, 81” dx df, 
($ + q2 
The family of functions (1 a(x, Q12 (5” + h)-2) converges to zero almost every- 
where if X tends to infinity and is majorized by the function (I a(x, 5)/s ((2 + 1)-s) 
which is integrable by (C,). So by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
we have 
One may remark that condition (C,) does not admit functions a(x, S) which 
increase faster than I 5 11/2 as 1 5 I --f 03 for fixed x. 
4.3. Proof of (R,) under Condition (C,) 
In order to improve the rate of growth of a(x, 5) as I 5 I -+ co, we are lead 
to impose conditions of Sobolev type on the symbol u(x, Q. The proof of (R,) 
under condition (C,) will depend on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Define the function B(.$, 7) by 
If (C,) is aeri$ed, then 
I W5 4 9 16% v, 7) E w. (40) 
Proof. Using [l + (6 - 7)2]2 ei<3Elc-q) = (1 - A.J2 ei<zlE-q), integration by 
parts in (39) leads to 
WE, 7) = ’ - - I c pole 1 ei<zl~-~>8s%(x, 5) a,Bu(x,) dx 
1 + s2 1 + 72 
(41) 
G3L4 
where the poB are integers such that I pa0 / < 6. 
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Applying Schwarz’s inequality to / B([, v)/ we have from (C,) 
x (j 1 a,%z(x, T)12 d~)~'~ < 16%. I (42) 
We are now able to prove the following 
THROREM 4. If  the symbol a(x, f) we~ifies (C,) one has 
Proof. Let f be in L2(Iw3). From (37) we have 
with B(f, 7) as in Lemma 3. 
Applying Lemma 3 and Schwarz’s inequality in (43) we have 
Hence 
where we have used the value of c given in (C,). 1 
4.4. Proof of Completeness 
We show that (CT,) and (RI) imply (R,), and as already mentioned, this 
implies completeness of the wave operators by the BP theorem. 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that 
(i) the symbol u(x, f) of th e sea o a erential operator T sutisjies (C,); p d d&Y 
(ii) (R,) is true. 
Then E(G) TE,(G) is trace class for every bounded measurable subset G of R. 
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Proof. We can write 
E(G) T.%(G) = (H + 4 E(G)W + h)-l (Ho + WK, + 4-l TE,(G) 
(a) if G is bounded, (H + A) E(G) is b ounded, and so is (H + A)-r(H,, + A) 
by W 
(b) Let us show that (H,, + A)-l TE(G) is the product of two Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators. 
To do this, define the function h,(x) by 
hG(X) = (s,,,,,sG 1 dx, 81” df)1’2 
and denote by T, the operator TE,,(G). 
We have 
(T~f)(x) = /cL,t)EG 4x, 5‘) ei<lEItJ”(S) dS for f E o(B) 
and by Schwarz’s inequality 
I(TG.Nx)I G ~G(x) Ilf IlLa - 
Define a subset .Z of R3 by .Z = {x E R3 I ho(x) # 0} and an operator pc by 
hf )(x) = 0 if ~$2, 
= (&(1'2')(~)(T~f)(4 if x E 2 
(pcf) is a measurable function, since h, and ( TGf) are measurable. Moreover 
we have hz2(pGf) = TG f almost everywhere. We can write 
(Ho + A)-’ W,(G) = ((f&, + h1-l A221 PG 
and we shall show that (Ha + X)-l Iz,$‘~ and pc are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
For PC we have by (C,) 
11 PG IIfs = Jc, %X) dx lcIoEG 1 a(x, f)12 dt = s, b(x) dx < +m. 
For ((If,, + X)-l hzs) we have by Plancherel’s theorem and (C,) 
II(H0 + q-l e2 IL = I i&t - ~11~ & 4 
s 
1 
= I?? I t2 + h I2 d5 JRa h,(x) dx -=c $00. 
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Conditions (a) and (b) imply that E(G) T&,(G) is the product of two Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators and hence trace class. 
APPENDIX 
We examine the connection between conditions (C,) and (C,). 
LEMMA A. IfMK < gin (C,)f or every compact subset K of BB3, tken condition 
(C,) is verified. 
Proof. Let a be a multi-index with 1 01 j < 4, r and R two strictly positive 
real numbers with r < R, and K a compact subset of R3. We have the following 
estimates 
where ci is a constant. 
From (C,) we obtain finally 
s 1 aEOLa(x, t)[” dx < c2t2MK Vt>l and V~EK, ?-t$lZl<Rt 
where c2 is a constant. (4 
By taking x = yt we get 
(S ~<IY,<R 1 aia(yt, [)I2 dy)“’ < (c2)l12 (t’3/2)-MK)-1 for t 2 1, . . 
which gives immediately (C,) if lklK < 4. 1 
Let us add some remarks. 
Remark 1. If the symbol a(x, 5) does not depend on 5, one may recover 
the class of potentials considered by Hunziker [8], i.e., V = Vi + I’, with 
Vi eL2( R3) and V, EDQP), 2 < p < 3 by applying Holder’s inequality to 
the integral in (C,). 
Remark 2. In the proof of Theorem 1, we have only used derivatives of the 
symbol a(x, 6) with respect to 5 up to the order E[M,] + 4. This leads us to 
a new condition (C,). 
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(C,): For every multi-index (Y, of length less or equal to four, and for 
every compact subset K of R3, there exists a positive constant C, and a positive 
number E such that 
s ) @l(x, .$)I2 (1 + 9)-(1’2)+E dx < CK V[EK. !a3 
In this particular case, we can reformulate our results by using Lemma A. 
THEOREM A. Under the conditions (C,) and (C,), wave operators (3) exist for 
every selfadjoint extension H of A. 
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